While a majority of Americans polled in the midst of the college bowl season are aware of the existence of evolution theory, according to a recent poll conducted by the National Association for College Admission Counseling (NACAC), a significant number of college students have not heard of the theory of intelligent design. The poll, led by SGA and endorsed by the Florida College System, aims to refine the parking citation appeals process at UCF. The proposal cites irregularities in the current system and seeks to establish a more fair and efficient process for students to appeal parking citations.

The theme of the poll is "SGA wants American's hold academics over sports." The poll suggests that while American's hold academics over sports, there is a growing concern among students about the unfairness of the current parking citation appeals process.

Theories and theology

Should intelligent design be taught in schools? Most Americans say yes. But is it science?

"[Intelligent Design] doesn't belong in science class. It's not even a theory." — ASDICE NEWSWIRE

Proposed change would let SGA hear second appeal

A pending student Government Association proposal aims to refine the parking citation appeals process at UCF and would allow student leaders the second appeal. The proposal was introduced by the student body representatives at the last board meeting.

Air Warfare Symposium focused on creating new ways to work together

Air Force ROTC welcomes top-ranking officers, leaders

Robert & Carranza Convention Center

The Air Force ROTC will host the 20th annual Air Warfare Symposium, Feb. 23-27 at the Rosen Plaza Hotel in Orlando.

According to the symposium, it is "the premier event for the Air Force and the other military branches to come together to share ideas and insights on the future of warfare. The conference is focused on the advancement of air and space power, with a focus on technology and innovation."
**Sharon to be brought out of coma**

Israel Prime Minister's stroke has country, peace process in turmoil

**ABEER ABDALLA**

Jasenial Prime Minister Ariel Sharon will be brought out of a medically induced coma today after having a massive stroke on Jan. 6. Officials at Hadassah Hospital where Sharon, 77, is currently receiving treatment said that removing him from the coma would allow for a better assessment of the shorn- and-long damage to his brain following the stroke.

Hadassah Hospital director Dr. Shlomo Meir-Voelf said that Sunday's brain scan showed a slight improvement in Sharon's condition.

"Beyond the immediate con­cerns of his health, many are looking to fill the current polit­ical void. The Associated Press reported that the Israeli Cabinet's regular weekly meeting Sunday, acting Prime Minister Ehud Olmert told ministers that Sharon would want everyone to return to work on the country's pressing security, social and economic issues."

UCP senior writer Udi Ayalah, 23, has been first hand the polit­ical scene. He related that Sharon returned from Israel in Decemb­er 2006 and has been at his house for graduate school to further understand the soci­ety and politics.

"As a Middle East studies minor, Udi recognizes the great importance of the absence to the international media. Sharon's stepping down as prime minister leaves us to wonder why Sharon is in absence in representation of Israel," Udi said. "Not since Yitzhak Rabin has Israel had such a dynamic leader. Where­ever steps on the plane in the election in 100 days will have to both deal with Sharon's image and strengthen in continuing with the peace process.""-

The ongoing conflicts between Palestine and Israel are now more evident than ever. Sharon's death last winter to with­draw Israeli soldiers and set­tle the Gaza Strip was a bold move that many hoped would begin new peace talks in the region. Long-term peace between Palestine and Israel is even more imminent now.

Two countries that have known violence for centuries, Palestine and may even if Sharon dies it is replaced, Sharon is widely viewed in the international community as being the leader most capable of ending the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. While there is still violence in the Gaza Strip, Palestinian elections in January and Israeli elections in March may create changes in the current government.

Especially with Sharon now appearing to be out of the polit­i­cal process for months, if not permanently, the elections could destabilize the region in many ways.

Some question Sharon's past while discussing the region's future. Alan Johnson, a BBC reporter, recently looked at the Arab perspective of Sharon, "To people in Palestine, Sharon didn't do anything. They remember the massacre carried out in two Palestinian refugee camps by Israelis in 1968. An Israeli lawyer, who is considered very pro­fessionally, responsible. But Pales­tinians always held him solely responsible for the slaughter."

"UCP senior writer Udi Ayalah said that Sharon's recent step into easy peace talks does not make it up for his former aggress­ion. "Ariel Sharon has led many massacres of innocent civil­ians," Udi said.

"Whether it was in Jenin, Qalans, Sharcia or Shara he was counterproduc­tive to the peace process and hope that the future prime minister of Israel do not have such a hor­rible criminal record."

As the health of Sharon hangs in the balance, the decision made.

"It has been decided that when there is a staircase in Israel, Palestinians get a call," Udi said.

"For many, the situation is as difficult as it was during the Munich massacre. The 1972 massacre of Israeli athletes by Palestinian police during the Olympic Games focused the world's attention on the region, and did much to destabilize the peace process and a continuation of a peace process."-

---

Event offers chance to meet top officials

Sharon's stroke has thrown the country into confusion. The Israeli Prime Minister's stroke has country, peace process in turmoil.

The CFA Student Government at UCF has announced that they will be hosting World Disney World's Magnolia Dunes Courses on Feb. 15.

UCF cadets will assist with registration for the golf course as well as distribute lunches and drink to all attendees and also sponsor its black-tie gala fundraiser to benefit the charity.

The gala gives UCF cadets the opportunity to make con­nections with high-ranking air force members and potential partners.

The event will begin at 5 p.m. on Feb. 13, a from 6 to 10 p.m. The dinner will be $15 volunteers.

Sharon, then Israeli Prime Minister,Church up at his beach in the Mid­dle East. Sharon's stroke has thrown the country into confusion.

UCF senior writer Udi Ayalah said that Sharon's recent step into easy peace talks does not make it up for his former aggress­ion. "Ariel Sharon has led many massacres of innocent civil­ians," Udi said.

"Whether it was in Jenin, Qalans, Sharcia or Shara he was counterproduc­tive to the peace process and hope that the future prime minister of Israel do not have such a hor­rible criminal record."

As the health of Sharon hangs in the balance, the decision made.

"It has been decided that when there is a staircase in Israel, Palestinians get a call," Udi said.

"Whether Israel's or Palestinians, federal lawmakers return to the Capit­al Friday, Jan. 31."
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All inclusive trip to "Hot-Lanta" $100
All inclusive trip to the Everglades $100
All inclusive trip to Music City, U.S.A. $100
All inclusive trip to the birthplace of the godfather of soul, James Brown $100
All inclusive trip to Katrina-ravaged New Orleans $100

Spending your Spring Break helping victims of oppression, poverty, illness, and pollution...

PRICELESS!

Alternative Spring Break 2006 applications available at www.housing.ucf.edu/ash. For more information, call (407) 822-5465

Limit one deal per customer per customer. Excluding all tobacco, alcohol, lottery items, money orders, postage stamps, gift cards and prescriptions. Customer is responsible for all applicable taxes. This coupon is non-transferable. Effective Aug. 1, 2005—June 30, 2006 at your local Publix.
HIGHER EDUCATION

What's in the news at colleges around the country as a result of the

agreement between the University of California and the UC-Affiliated

Campus Faculty. - In an unusual case, Rodriguez, who had

witnessed sexual harassment at the university, was

recently awarded $50,000 in damages.

The settlement was reached after the university filed a

suit against Rodriguez, accusing her of violating its

policy on sexual harassment.

The university had previously settled a similar case for

$125,000.

A university official said, "The

settlement was made in order to

put an end to the legal battle and

move forward."
Energy drinks carry high caffeine payoff, health risks

Students turning to Red Bull to pull through the night

ASHLEY GREEN
Sports Editor

It’s the beginning of the semester and students are gearing up for weeks of work, study and play. How will everything get done? For some students, the solution is found in a can of Red Bull.

Many students opt for energy drinks like Red Bull, Amp or Rockstar to help them get through long days and even longer nights.

Renee Forde, 20, a double major in psychology and social work; says she drinks them on occasion when she needs to stay up late to get all of her work done.

“It can be so stressful,” she said. “I get to school full-time and work two jobs! And my professors act like their class is the only one I’m taking.”

Forde prefers expensive shots to energy drinks, but she says she drinks them on occasion when she needs to stay up late to get all of her work done.

Still, energy drinks have a growing following. In a recent article, Bob Phillips, editor-in-chief of BevMark magazine, described energy drinks as “the stuff of Generation Y.”

Since the late 90s, energy drinks have hit the market hard. In 1997, energy drinks only brought in $827 billion of the $5 billion U.S. soft-drink market. But in 2004 they pulled in more than $12 million.

The Austria-native stimulant mu huang, a natural supplement to enhance gears up for weeks of work, economics, accounting and marketing purposes.

Despite the popularity of energy drinks among college students trying to make the grade and some money, there are some health concerns that doctors may not recognize.

Until the Food and Drug Administration issued a ban on the use of ephedra in April of 2004, many energy-enhancing products contained dangerous ingredients of the drug. Also known as Ma Huang, a natural supplement, ephedra was marketed to young adults ages 15 to 25 as a natural supplement to enhance endurance, energy, endurance, and performance levels in athletes and active adults.

Over time, the FDA received thousands of complaints about the adverse effects of ephedra supplements such as headaches, insomnia, tremors, nervousness and rapid or irregular heartbeat. These complaints led to the evaluation and ban of the drug.

Although the ephedra has been banned, the energy drink industry continues to swell. High doses of caffeine serve as ephedra’s replacement. For example, an 8-ounce can of Red Bull contains 80 milligrams of caffeine whereas a 12-ounce can of Coca-Cola contains 34 milligrams.

In 1997 Extreme Energy, an energy drink used to be popular on college campuses contained 25 milligrams of ephedra; today three times the limit recommended by the FDA.

Dr. Lori Shelton, a nutritionist at the UCF Wellness Center, said drinks such as POWERADE or Gatorade are fine for consumption after workouts, but advises against drinking drinks like Red Bull.

“Red Bull has herbal stimulants and caffeine,” she said. “College students are better off drinking a Coke, Pepsi or cup of coffee.”

Forde said she seldom drinks energy drinks and that she doesn’t think college students are using them to stay awake for academic reasons as much as social purposes.

“Most of my friends don’t like the way (energy drinks) taste and only use them when they really have to,” she said. “I usually use college students use them in combination with alcohol.”

Energy drinks are dangerous when combined with alcohol because their stimulating effects make people feel less intoxicated than they really are, according to Shelton.

Red Bull, the most popular energy drink on the market according to Shelton, has been banned in some countries despite its global popularity, which produced $1.9 billion in sales worldwide. The drink has been banned in France and Denmark, some restaurants in Sweden and is only sold in pharmacies in Norway because of its high caffeine content.

Some experts believe that the drinks are not really as effective as they claim to be. In an article in The Digital College, Kristine Clark, sports nutrition director and assistant professor of nutrition at Pennsylvania State University said “The word ‘energy’ means different things. (The drinks) are not dangerous, but you’re paying for the marketing.”

Shelton cautions that energy drinks could interact with prescription drugs, aggravate heart conditions or cause dehydration.

“Still, for many students, a caffeine overload — genuine or not — is just what they need to get them through a long night of studying. Despite health concerns and expense, a can of Red Bull, Amp or Rockstar costs about $2; energy drinks appear to be here to stay.”

_____

Red Bull is the most popular energy drink in the market, according to Shelton, a natural supplement to enhance gears up for weeks of work, economics, accounting and marketing purposes.

Robin Forde is the most popular energy drink in the market, according to Shelton, a natural supplement to enhance gears up for weeks of work, economics, accounting and marketing purposes.

Robin Forde is the most popular energy drink in the market, according to Shelton, a natural supplement to enhance gears up for weeks of work, economics, accounting and marketing purposes.

Robin Forde is the most popular energy drink in the market, according to Shelton, a natural supplement to enhance gears up for weeks of work, economics, accounting and marketing purposes.
Students may get new appeal

While the proposal is intended to provide students such as Cruz with more options when disputing a parking citation, it also establishes safeguards against frivolous appeals.

The proposed changes to the current appeals process include new reasons that the Judicial Council will not consider for overturning a decision by the Appeals Committee. Among them are "disagreement with the Traffic and Parking Services Guidelines or Fails a permitted parking space." In addition, the proposal states that "one or no office representative appointed by the Director of Parking Services shall sit in on the appeal to ensure that the Parking Services Guidelines are being honored.

While many supporting the proposal are focused on changes it will bring to the appeals process, Eggnatz finds a broader meaning in the situation.

"Every student has a horror story about an unfair parking ticket," sophomore Jasmine Cruz said. "If they're not permitted, they shouldn't be ticketed.

When asked about the high volume of fees collected by Parking Services, Cruz divided the figure by the cost of the average $25 parking citation, and said that it came to about $400.

"This is almost a ticket per student," Cruz said. She added that UCF has one of the largest student populations in the nation, and she was "excited to see members of our student Government taking action in an area where so many students are afflicted."
Keep your eye out for SGA presidential candidate info.
Elections are Feb. 20th - Feb. 23rd.
Get more info about SGA at www.sga.ucf.edu
or visit us in the SGA office, Student Union, room 214.


---

**Welcome Back**

**Wed 19** Classes begin

Student Organization orientation, 10:30am, Student Union (SU) 222
Student Organization orientation, 11:30am, SU 223

**Fri 13** Hispanic American Student Association (HASA) Induction Ceremony,
7:30pm, SU 224. Must RSVP.

**Tues 17** Registration deadline for North Star Summit @ GetInvolvedUCF.com/kort

Club Showcase, 11am - 2pm, SU Patio

**Wed 18** Multicultural Student Center (MSC) MLK Day Celebration, 2pm, Key West SU 218
Campus Activities Board (CAB) Meet & Greet, 6:30pm,
with "The Wedding Crashers" at 8pm, Cape Florida Ballroom

**Fri 20** CAB Speakers presents mentalist Craig Karges, SU Pegasus DEF. He will blow your mind!
Late Knights, 9pm - 2am, Student Union

**Mon 10** Banquet, SU Pegasus DEF. He will blow your mind!

**Tues 11** Club Showcase, 11am - 2pm, SU Patio

**Tues 17 - Thurs 19**

**Mon 16** Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Holiday

**Sat 21** Dance Marathon Charity Yard Sale, 8am, location TBA
Curriculum change tried in Kansas, Pennsylvania only

Impose [Intelligent design]," Sinelli said. He views intelligent design as an "endorsement of religion."

"We should not try to shy from the idea that our School Board approved the unconstitutional on Dec. 20, 2004," Sinelli said. "It seems" like they say my way or the highway," Sinelli said.

Associate professor Tasha Dupree of the UCF anthropology department says she thinks it is wrong to adopt intelligent design into classrooms. "It is not even a theory," Dupree said.

"Intelligent design" is built on faith. "There is no scientific evidence that currently supports the theory of origin. Henderson wrote to the Kansas School Board, and in June 2004, it said 'In God We Trust.' " In the past, there have been attempts only in Kansas and Pennsylvania to add intelligent design into classrooms," Sinelli said.

Henderson wrote to the Kansas School Board, and they approved the unconstitutional on Dec. 20, 2004. "It seems" like they say my way or the highway," Sinelli said. "They are trying to force the idea that the biblical God created humans or that they are too complex and a 'force' must have intervened. Only 22 percent believe humans evolved from earlier species. This 'force' was never identified but seems to have a connection to a 'god-like' entity. Reports show that 11 percent of people believe only evolution should be taught in schools, 27 percent believe creationism and intelligent design, and 35 percent believe that all three concepts should be taught. Creationism is the belief that the biblical God created man, as opposed to intelligent design's "all-powerful force."

Another theory that has emerged from the debates on intelligent design is Flying Spaghetti Monsterism, a satirical pseudo-religion created by Bobby Henderson, has become an Internet phenomenon.

Henderson, an Oregon State University physics graduate, created the parody to mock the Intelligent Design movement. "Intelligent Design" will stick in our minds forever," Henderson said. He views intelligent design as "the originator of the theories of science and religion."

"Central Florida's Most Experienced Invisalign Provider"

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA
Specialist in Invisible Orthodontics

"Top 100 Orthodontists 2005"

Recognized Nationally as one of the top 100 Invisalign Orthodontic Specialists

Conveniently located next to UCF on Alafaya

Call today for a complimentary consultation!

407-350-1960

ATTENTION MAY GRADS

Congratulations on your upcoming graduation

Now here's what you need to do to launch your career...

• Immediately - Register in KnightLink
• Complete Registration at the Career Center Location across from the Marketplace
• Access KnightLink - Upload resume & profile
• January 31st - Attend the Spring Career Expo from 10:00am - 4:00pm in the UCF arena
• By February - Apply for full-time employment

UCF Career Services & Experiential Learning
A Division of Academic Affairs

Contact us about full-time employment
Phone 407-823-2330
E-mail css-rec@ucf.edu
www.knlink.ucf.edu

Warm sun...cool career

Become a Doctor of Chiropractic at the nation's fastest-growing chiropractic college, Palmer College of Chiropractic Florida.

Learn more about a career in chiropractic at Palmer Florida's Prospective Student Event during Homecoming on Friday, Jan. 27. Registration is $50 per person and includes breakfast, lunch and a dinner social.

You will have an opportunity to:

• Participate in interactive classroom sessions with faculty
• Talk with Admissions, Financial Aid and Student Services reps
• Meet with current students.

Attend Palmer Florida Homecoming events at The Shores Resort and Spa in Daytona Beach for no additional cost.

Contact us today to register.

4777 City Center Parkway
Port Orange, FL 32129
www.palmer.edu/pcf
(866) 585-9677

Palmer College of Chiropractic Florida

Invisalign® STRAIGHT TEETH. NO BRACES.

*Now Available for Teens and more complex Adult Cases!

Central Florida's Most Experienced Invisalign Provider

Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA
Specialist in Invisible Orthodontics

Conveniently located next to UCF on Alafaya

Call today for a complimentary consultation!

407-350-1960

---

January 3, 2005 • Central Florida Pest
Ask a doc

KIRSTINA GRAHANIC
UCF Health Services

My roommate is feeling very anxious and stressed about the spring semester. I have noticed the signs of an eating disorder?

Each year, eating disorders continue to be the number one concern among college students. When entering college people experience many different feelings and emotions.

Some may feel excited about finally being able to meet study toward the career of their choice and feel hopeful about their future. Some look forward to the freedom and independence. Many are excited about meeting new people and developing new friendships. Others may experience those same feelings and may not be ready to come into such an environment.

The thought of being independent can be very frightening. Some may feel uncertain about their future and fear becoming an adult and taking on new and extra responsibilities. Having to meet new people and develop new friendships can also be frightening. College can be a wonderful experience; however, it can be one of the worst. It takes time for people to adjust to college life. Losing familiar surroundings like your home, family, friends and your own bedroom may make you very uneasy. All of a sudden you enter into a world full of new responsibilities, and it can be very frightening, confusing and lonely time. Pressure builds up with late night study sessions, a full course load, two jobs and new roommate.

The added responsibilities of cooking for yourself going food shopping and doing laundry can be extra stresses. On top of all of that, a student may worry about being accepted by their peers. All of this can add up, and therefore many college students turn to eating disorders as a way to cope.

When the pressures get too much, some may turn to anorexia as a way to block out what is happening. If they spend all their time focusing on calories and their weight, they don’t have time to think about anything else.

Other students may believe that the only way they will be accepted is if they are thin. If a student is having trouble in their courses and not making good grades, they might also develop anorexia. As they lose the weight and the scale shows the pounds going down, they start to believe that they are accomplishing something good. These students want everything in their lives to be perfect. Warning signs of anorexia: • Denial of self-starvation with weight loss • Fear of gaining weight • Sensitivity to cold • Refusal to eat • Denial of hunger • Absent or irregular periods • Loss of scalp hair • Self-perception of being fat when the person is thin

Many students are not aware that they have an eating disorder. Young women with anorexia usually stop having their menstrual periods. People with anorexia have thinning hair on their head and dry skin. They may have a growth of fine hair all over their body. They may feel cold all the time and get rashes.

Others may also change for the worse. People with eating disorders have difficulty concentrating, eating. Food is extremely important to them. They are always hungry. Feeling hungry gives them a sense of control over their lives and their bodies. It makes them feel like they are doing something.; losing weight. People with severe anorexia may be at risk of death from starvation. Treatment of anorexia can be difficult because most do not believe that anything is wrong and refuse to seek help. Many avoid eating because of fear of being thrown out of school or placed in a hospital or a mental institution.

At the UCF Health Center, we are here to offer students with information regarding this disorder. We can provide psychological, medical and nutritional counseling to each student.

The most important thing to remember is to get help. Young adults with anorexia need to feel safe, secure and comfortable when discussing this illness with a health professional.

UCF Health Services is quite common. Here are steps to help secure your chance of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when you move out:

READ THE LEASE!

Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the room, families, friends and your own bedroom may make you very uneasy. All of a sudden you enter into a world full of new responsibilities, and it can be very frightening, confusing and lonely time. Pressure builds up with late night study sessions, a full course load, two jobs and new roommate.

The added responsibilities of cooking for yourself going food shopping and doing laundry can be extra stresses. On top of all of that, a student may worry about being accepted by their peers. All of this can add up, and therefore many college students turn to eating disorders as a way to cope.

When the pressures get too much, some may turn to anorexia as a way to block out what is happening. If they spend all their time focusing on calories and their weight, they don’t have time to think about anything else.

Other students may believe that the only way they will be accepted is if they are thin. If a student is having trouble in their courses and not making good grades, they might also develop anorexia. As they lose the weight and the scale shows the pounds going down, they start to believe that they are accomplishing something good. These students want everything in their lives to be perfect. Warning signs of anorexia: • Denial of self-starvation with weight loss • Fear of gaining weight • Sensitivity to cold • Refusal to eat • Denial of hunger • Absent or irregular periods • Loss of scalp hair • Self-perception of being fat when the person is thin

Many students are not aware that they have an eating disorder. Young women with anorexia usually stop having their menstrual periods. People with anorexia have thinning hair on their head and dry skin. They may have a growth of fine hair all over their body. They may feel cold all the time and get rashes.

Others may also change for the worse. People with eating disorders have difficulty concentrating, eating. Food is extremely important to them. They are always hungry. Feeling hungry gives them a sense of control over their lives and their bodies. It makes them feel like they are doing something.; losing weight. People with severe anorexia may be at risk of death from starvation. Treatment of anorexia can be difficult because most do not believe that anything is wrong and refuse to seek help. Many avoid eating because of fear of being thrown out of school or placed in a hospital or a mental institution.

At the UCF Health Center, we are here to offer students with information regarding this disorder. We can provide psychological, medical and nutritional counseling to each student.

The most important thing to remember is to get help. Young adults with anorexia need to feel safe, secure and comfortable when discussing this illness with a health professional.

UCF Health Services
Permit Regulations:
A permit is required for all motor vehicles parked on campus.

Permits MUST be ordered online, and can be picked up at the South Garage or mailed to your home.

Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered by Parking Services:
- Jumpstart your car
- Call a tow truck
- Inflate tires
- Give directions

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

How to get your parking permit

1. Order your parking permit online at www.parking.ucf.edu (complete instructions are online)

2. Pay for your permit
   - Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and have your permit mailed to you.
   - Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
   - Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at Parking Services Office.

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812

Safety Escort Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.)
provided by the UCF Police Department
Escorts for students on campus at night.
Call (407) 823-2424
**Women continue to lose in a big way**

Streak reaches five with C-USA loss to Houston

**BRIAN MURPHY**

In Texas, where people say everything is bigger, the UCF women's basketball team heard another large loss. 66-63, at the hands of Southern Methodist. The Knights (2-8, 0-2 C-USA) have now lost five straight games, each by at least 10 points.

Much like in their previous game versus Southern Miss, a first-year player was the story. Freshman guard Shrita Thompson scored her first career double-double with 22 points and 12 rebounds. Her coming marked the third straight game that a UCF player has hit for double digits in two statistical categories.

The Knights began their first conference road game with a hot shooting hand. The women sank four of their first seven shots to take a 10-7 lead at the 16:14 mark of the first half. The early dominance was helped by a couple of baskets from senior guard Shelby Ryan Meyers, who kicked off the Knights with a career-high 12 points. Less than three minutes later, the Cougars took the ball with three long-range baskets, also going for a lead of 15-10. The lead changed hands a couple of times mid-quarter, and for a large majority of the first half, the game went back and forth. That is, until the final three minutes.

With 3:07 remaining, junior center Elizabeth Foster dumped in a 3-pointer to pull the Knights within two at 28-30. That would be the last basket for the Knights in the half. The Cougars ended the first 20 minutes on a 12-2 run to go into the locker room with a 40-28 halftime lead. In those final three minutes, the Knights committed four turnovers and missed their only shot attempt.

The Cougars tallied 14 points off of 12 first-half turnovers, while the Knights made six. The Knights were 7-17 from the free-throw line in the first half and could only hit one of two on a third attempt on a 36:58 foul.

With 10:35 left, a free throw by point guard Whitney Weber finished off a 3-point play and kept the Knights within striking distance at 40-36. But those were the Knights' last three points of the night. The Cougars would never look back, and the Knights would fall short, 94-62.

**UCF kicks off first-ever C-USA season this week**

**ANDY VASQUEZ**

Sports Writer

After closing out one of the toughest stretches in the history of its program, things aren't going to get much easier for the UCF men's basketball team as it studies for its first conference game and first-ever game in C-USA this season. UCF (6-6) is set to make its C-USA debut at 7:00 p.m., Wednesday afternoon at the UCF Arena. It has been a rocky road for the Knights this season, who went 0-4 out of conference games so far. The Knights have lost four of six going into Wednesday's game.

UCF last played on Jan. 3 against Kansas, and though they lost 79-71, the performance was impressive, especially on the defensive end. The Knights are hoping to see some of the inconsistency that they battled in the loss to Kansas and apply it to their conference schedule, which includes several tough games against C-USA heavyweights.

UEF has been struggling with some things," UCF coach Doug Schaper said following the game. "We've been trying to get them to understand the importance of certain things and get them to where they can do them consistently."

**What to look for in football next season**

UCF will lose only five of its starters

**GREG HOPKINS**

Like the aplik fang's rhyming, this team just can't seem to get it right. But the Knights were good enough to make the Conference USA tournament last season, and they'll have five of their 22 starters, a Conference USA low that should help pay dividends in the non-conference slate. The Knights' 10-game stretch includes matchups with South Florida and Pittsburgh.

This is a very early look at how the defending C-USA Champion will shape up in 2006.

Battles awa

The signature play of the 2005 season will be quarter-back Steven Miller's game-winning 1-yard touchdown pass to tight end Casey Hureck against Rice. The receiver on the play, Brendan Marshall, will graduate, and although the Knights will miss his running ability and experience, the passing game production should not suffer. Miller Wills, who injured his knee earlier in the year, will return.

**FwAa names Burnett a freshman All-American**

Cornerback the first Golden Knight ever to be named to team

**ANDY VASQUEZ** Sports Writer

It was a search party for football at UCF this season. The Golden Knights were unable to fill the returning losses, as they marked their first-ever defensive title, and the Knights made their first appearance in a bowl. Last week, freshman corner Brandon Marshall was added another first to UCF's remarkable season.

To come near the All-American list, Burnett was among those to receive the honor, becoming the first-ever Golden Knight to do so.

As a cornerback, Burnett's (6-3, 185) interceptions per game were good enough for second in C-USA and 22nd best nationally. The freshman started 10 of UCF games and six of his five interceptions this season was the second-best total in UCF history.

But Burnett was also a valuable weapon for the Knights on special teams. His 53 yards per punt return was the best average in C-USA and No. 4 nationally. In addition, he returned punt for touchdowns in UCF's final regular season game of the year at Rice and in the Conference USA Championship game against Tulsa. The honor was one of many that Burnett has received since the end of the season. He was also named a freshman All-American by CollegeFootballNews.com and ESPN.com. Burnett was named a first-time All-American by the Sporting News as both a cornerback and punt returner. The honor was also on the All-UCLA Freshman team as a cornerback and punt returner.

The FWAA team and coaches are selected by a consumer of writers, led by FWAA vice-president Mike Griffith of the Charlotte (N.C.) Observer, and a member of the Sporting News staff. Both true freshman, and redshirt freshmen are considered for the team.

A native of West Palm Beach, Fla. Burnett, above during the 1 C-USA Championship game, was a key part of the defend and special teams in the freshman year of a member of the Knights.

**JOSH HILLER**

With the way things are going for Brandon Marshall and bowl games, it's probably headed to the Bahamas from Thursday night, the Bahamas to the Bahamas from Thursday night.

The Knights have been invited to play in two of the senior All-Star games this month, as Marshall will go to New York, where he will play for the Titans, and Melvin, for the Hula Bowl on Jan. 19, while sophomore receiver Joe Burnett will go to the Las Vegas All American Classic on Jan. 22.

The games, which are played for NFL scouts, is an obvious draft prospect showcase in a practice and game environment, will give Marshall and Johnson a chance to show their stock and demonstrate their skills against the nation's best seniors.

Marshall, who missed the 2004 season at safety because of defensive infraction, is back to wider receiver in 2005 with less injuries. After leading the team in tackles in 2004, Marshall will lead the team in receptions in 2005 against Rice and, though he had seven starts, he made his first appearance as a starter in the Citrus Bowl against Penn State.

**JOSH HILLER**

The FWAA team and coaches are selected by a consumer of writers, led by FWAA vice-president Mike Griffith of the Charlotte (N.C.) Observer, and a member of the Sporting News staff. Both true freshman, and redshirt freshmen are considered for the team.

This game (against Kentucky) is going to give us a lot of confidence going into Conference USA."
Hopes burn bright for future '06 team

Football looking ahead

The Golden Knights will return all but five of last year's starters as they hope to improve on a surprising 8-5 win season.

Seniors Brandon Marshall and Darby Johnson may have played their last games at UCF, but both will play in postseason senior bowls.

Freshman sensation cornerback Joe Burnett became the first-ever Golden Knight to be named a freshman All-American by the FWAA.

seven balls for 106 yards in the Conference USA championship game. He eclipsed the 2,000-yard mark in just five games with spectacular fashion, dropping 1,000 yards on 110 receptions and six touchdowns. He helped lead the Hawaii Bowl, including a game-winning kick for the win. Tight end Darby Johnson may not have the family name of Marshall or other senior tight ends, but he is one of the most underrated props in the conference.

Johnson will provide substantial impact to the NFL team that acquires him. His skill set and love for the game is worth learning how to play.

Johnson is a tremendous two-blocking tight like a sixth offensive lineman. His good feet and upper body strength helped create big holes for the running backs Kevin Smith and Jason VanE differential. His 2005. 

He's the big-school history. His stellar performance in the Rose Bowl increased speculation that he would leave school early and also started a debate about whether or not he should pick in April's draft.

Young is Texas' all-time leader in total offense (14,462) and career rushing touchdowns (74). He was the SEC quarterback of the year in 2005.

Justin Walker. At 6-feet-5, Joachim is a dominant route runner who could be a premier wide receiver for his senior season to replace Young's receptions and yardage prior to the injury, Walker established himself as a premier route runner in his true freshman year, finishing with 37 catches.

Walker will team with returning receivers Rocky Ross, Kenny Jackson, Sergio Joseph and Willie Thompson. In their eight wins, the Knights averaged 29 points and an average of 934 longer than their three losses.

In addition to Smith, Jason Vincent and Alex Ross return for their senior season, but O'Leary again has to battle for the starting job with backups Randy Dodds and Travis Bier battling to start alongside them.

On the defensive line, end Chris Welsh and tackle Bryan Peters and Dontavius Wilcox will become the true number one rushers.

Defensive ends Paul Garrison and Glenney Williams move on along with linebackers James Cook and Ronnie Family and defensive tackle Primmer Mccain. However, freshmen linebackers Jordan Richards and Cory Hogue return to the starting lineup with backups Randy Dodds and Travis Bier battling to start alongside them.

On the defensive line, end Chris Welsh and tackle Bryan Peters and Dontavius Wilcox will become the true number one rushers.

Defensive coordinator David Pearson has played extensively and will move up the depth chart, with ends Kareem Reid and Clarence Howard, who filled Nick's shoes in 2005.

Two words: freshman kicker

Kidman may face the talent with the "specials" so the rest of the units should be strong. Burnett is already one of the nation's best kick returners, and O'Leary feels he has not seen at returner, though 2005 return men Curtis Francis and Venson will be back.

Johnson, Marshall helped UCF turn it around

Football Power Rankings
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University of Central Florida

Transportation Services

THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROUTES</th>
<th>CAMPUS STOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 Pegasus Landing</td>
<td>Student Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 Pegasus Pointe, College Station</td>
<td>Millican Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 Pegasus Connection, Arbours Apartments</td>
<td>Transit Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk</td>
<td>Millican Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR</td>
<td>Health Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 Northgate Lakes, Tivoli</td>
<td>HPA/Engr I &amp; II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)</td>
<td>Transit Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 Riverwind at Alafaya Trail</td>
<td>Millican Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9 Research Park OTC/P-2/2/RP/RF/HR</td>
<td>Health Center</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way) from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.

Save time, money, and all the fuss. Hop on the shuttle and ride with us!

Ride the Black and Gold On-Campus Shuttle

GET SOLD ON THE BLACK AND GOLD!

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides transportation services for everyone to travel throughout the campus. There is no per-ride fare. The service provides safe, convenient, and timely travel to the many destinations on our campus.

For more information, please visit our website, www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html or call us at (407) 823-6767.
defensive end Elvis Dumervil after a tackle. Vick said it was an accident, but school officials suspected he was attempting to cause the brief skirmish that looked intentional.

Vick was suspended from school in 2004 for several severe legal problems and came under intense scrutiny again because of replays of his actions against Dunamis. Vick said he was accidently but hurt his case by his conduct. Vick apologized to Dunamis, the NCAA said Tuesday, Oct. 1, but he received no such apology.

Vick was attempting to win his team's trust and knowledge, but facility officials from opposing fans, mostly stemming from Michigan, another encounter for everyone to solder to as a goal during the 2003 school year.

He said he was ready for anything but wound to classes of "Reap" and "Child mother" at West Virginia on Oct. 5, by getting absurdly focused toward the control. He won over Virginia Tech coach Frank Beamer afterward and his team and to Moonbeams fans.

36 arrests made at Rose Bowl: Another poor example of the Orange Bowl in last year's night got a 21.7 rating, a 59 national title game.

drew the highest rating for a college football game in 19 years with 27.2 rating and No. 16 ranking in The Associated Press poll.
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Drew decided to forego his senior season, enter draft - FORCER
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Drew's ability, left, and Lance Page, right, will have to play roles in the frontcourt in lieu of injured FB. Kalynaceously for the year.

Momentum on Knights side

Injuries could hurt inside play

Turnovers in abundance hurt Knights

MINNEAPOLIS - The Minnesota<br>Cougars, who appeared in last year's NCAA Tournament, will also face the Knights at the UCF Arena this season, on Feb. 4 and March 4, respectively. The Knights, which were in the A-Sun. Conference last season, will get their first shot at No. 25 East Tennessee State, but they will face the same level of the competition going into Conference season at No. 4 Memphi.<n
rough Weekend?
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Movie of meaning
Jacks caricatures

By Cole Plump

The circus is in town, and while Ringling Brothers has tented in Central Florida, a much larger and influence tenting is taking place today in Washington, D.C. The circus is not a side show, however, in that a spectacle sure to affect every man woman and child in this country. That's right. It's time for the serious-minded homage to "Samuel Alito." As has been said about Alito in the past few months, Alito moved into the political spotlight following Harriet Miers' withdrawal from the Supreme Court.

Protests, editorials and sound bites have zoomed across the Internet and landed on front pages, directing every move Alito made as he long career as a jurist and interpreting each decision six ways to Sunday. Readers are told that Alito is a saintly man with an unshakeable respect for the law and no political opinions or ax to grind; however, at least one writer is a right-wing extremit who will overstep into the role of a writer, breakfast and eliminate all other hot button issues. The fact is America is a democracy and no longer is the consensus. No one can know exactly what Alito will do with his high court, with political and social issues of the day except Alito. Alito, however, does appear to make a few things clear. One of them being his expansionist position on presidential power.

After the revelation that President George W. Bush has been creating without-warrant wiretaps without the consent of the target. The fact that Alito has stood in documents his belief that officials who order wiretaps without warrants should be immune from prosecution is unsettling. In 2001, then-Attorney General John Mitchell told the FBI that permits to wiretaps for a group of Vietcong Vietnamese preferential to the affect of a judge. Two years later, a jury cleared the president, and the same issue is as an entirely different matter. Alito has ruled that the government placement of information in the country without warrants is unconstitutional.

In 1982, in yet another court case, the court found that the top presidential aides can be fired. In 1984, President Ronald Reagan had to decide whether to fire with Mitchell, who was pressured by the Justice Department to fire with one of the protesters, then acknowledged that it was a "tough decision" and that he would have to fire with a top executive official can't act in civil suit even when actions are unconstitutional.

Alito, who was working in the Justice Department at the time, wrote a memo supporting the president's actions. Opinions that he is too close to Alito, and that he seems to simply doesn't apply to top aides.

The actions of the Bush administration suggest that it is a hask to the importance of the country. As we are all learned in history class, the Supreme Court is the most important check on that type of excess. Some of Alito's rulings, however, reflect a different trend toward giving the president more power.

He has argued that the court interpreting startup should consider the fact that 1995 in signing the law to be an important test case for Congress' intent in passing the law. This flies in the face of an unprofessional president. Several legal scholars have said about the president's actions.

What was the best thing about winter break?
For the love of sweet, fancy Pete, someone find my beloved Jeep

We live in a city and a world that is unforgiving.
There isn't much we can live for in life, but to each other as human beings.
We're supposed to accept each other as people.
The defining word is 'property'.
But obviously the world of trust breaks down at some point.
When it breaks down, we may realize that certain people can use our cake-holes.
My Jeep was stolen Friday night.
The only object in the world that I have ever loved now belongs to another person because of an ignorant way of life. I'm emptied by common society.
I never thought that I'd have to make up stories to tell my friends that have meaningful birthdays, but my life was stolen when it was broken and would have been lastingly ruined from that day. It was basically priced from my cold, dead hands.
I even feel like I'm in a similar situation, I would kill until I had my Jeep back.
My Breck's name was LEES. I had this chance to say goodbye to him.
I never had the chance to say goodbye to the only possession I've ever really owned. He's really owned my Jeep.
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Prepare Yourself
for a future in podiatric medicine

If you're planning a career in medicine, consider the field of podiatry. You could manage your own podiatric practice, work in a hospital or clinic, or attend to an athletic team. As a podiatric physician, you diagnose, treat, and prevent disorders and injuries to the foot and ankle.

One of only two podiatry programs in the nation affiliated with a comprehensive university, Barry University's program in podiatric medicine offers you extensive research facilities, distinguished hospital and medical center affiliations, and excellent opportunities for residency programs and externships across the United States.

As a student at Barry University, you join a caring, Catholic community on a graceful, green campus in Miami Shores, Florida.

Find out if Barry is where you belong. Visit us at www.barry.edu/podiatry.
Servers wanted for fine tutor 11yr Video gaming cafe seeks athletic skills. Call Susan in my home. (407) 435-1753 $10/hr Age 18
Opening Soon
Join us as a Media
Necessary. Training Provided.

BARTENDERS WANTED. 

Call LADIES

E-mail Female College

OfffR

Call

HELP 325 For Sale: Automotive 050 Legals 250 225 For Rent: Apartments 18-22

YRS OLD

EXPERIENCE preferred. Bi-lingual a

Italian

shifts

Wanted:

Director, Designer or as a Live

Productions

Director , Audio, Lighting, etc.}

观众

Thur 2pm-7pm.

WEEDICKS-FLORIDA.COM

1,600 In

Inter-State

is necessary. Plasma

regularly. Plasma

215.

Career

Services & Educational

Experience upon

graduation

Include

Career

for a traditional residential

week, and earn tips.

experience

plus!!

Cheerleading instructors to

Sanford, Orlando. 100%

women who are waiting to become

Egg donors needed to

happen! Egg donors needed to

have

107 .

CLASSIFICATIONS

5

100 HELP WANTED: General

INVENTORY TAKERS

Advertising

Sales

HELP WANTED

Growing Company! Expanding to new territories!

Advertising/Media Sales

Will provide training and qualified leads for the right person

Experiential agency. Interview preferred. E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

Looking for 10 to 15 aggressive sales reps to market the

Universal Studios EntertainmentMasterCard!!

All shifts avail. $15 to $22/hr.

Call Nicole at 727-271-2703 or 407-927-1691.

Join-us

Dj's are an emerging audiovisual/staging equipment rental company whose goal is to provide top quality entertainment for any special event. We are looking for a few highly motivated people to join our team. As a mobile DJ for us, you will have the opportunity to work at events as varied as a high school prom or wedding reception. We are looking for a highly motivated, self-starter that has the ability to work in an independent setting. You will need to have experience in the field and a strong work ethic.

www.THINKYGBIL.COM/JOIN-US

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER

We conduct 

-Phone Tests 

-Phone Sales 

-Polling 

-Political polling

NO SALES EVER

Hours 5PM-9PM, Sun-Thurs

Must be available most nights.

This part time position could lead to full time in lieu for the right person.

$1.75/hour depending on

experience and availability

Call Dee

407-671-7143

Expecting to work in your major field when you graduate?

Start now! Get the experience you need in a co-op or internship opportunity.

Earn up to

$170/MO. donating plasma regularly

SPECIAL $10 OFFER on 2nd and 3rd donations

I'M A STUDENT AND A PLASMA DONOR

DCI-Biologics

Find out how thousands of students have been paid part time by donating plasma regularly. Plasma is used to manufacture plasma medicines for people with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

www.dciplasma.com

321-235-9100

Career Services & Educational Learning

Howard Phillips Hall • Suite 208

(407) 823-2667

EL@mail.ucf.edu

www.cse.ucf.edu
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Hey, Dad!

I Need Money For College.

America is a land of dreams, and a college education is still the vehicle that gets you there. Edamerica provides money for college with low-cost student loans. We empower you to live your dream!

Parents have dreams too. That's why Edamerica offers a 1% upfront discount, plus an additional .25% auto-debit rate reduction on parent loans for undergraduate students.

Don’t let money be an obstacle to getting your education and grabbing your piece of the American Dream. Make it happen. With Edamerica.

Edamerica

800.337.1009 • edamerica.net

become